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1. Given the code listing, answer the corresponding questions.

1 let compare = (foo: number, bar: number): number=>{

2 if (foo > bar) {

3 return 1;

4 } else if (foo === bar) {

5 return 0;

6 } else {

7 return -1;

8 }

9 };

1.1 Call the compare function, with any valid func-
tion call.

1.2 Call the compare function so that it returns 1.

1.3 Call the compare function so that it returns -1.

1.4 With the function call compare(2, -7), what
is the value of foo? What is the value of bar?

1.5 What is the return type of compare? Also cir-
cle the return type on the code listing.

2. Given the code listing, answer the corresponding questions.

1 let p = (arr: number[]): boolean => {

2 for (let i = 0; i < arr.length; i++) {

3 if (arr[i] % 2 !== 0) {

4 return false;

5 }

6 }

7 return true;

8 };

2.1 Is arr an argument or a parameter?

2.2 Call the p function so that it returns true.

2.3 Call the p function so that it returns false.

2.4 What is/are the argument(s) of the function
call you wrote in 2.3?

2.5 What is the type of p’s only parameter?
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3. Given the outline of a function call below, fill in the blanks with the term that represents what goes in
that space. You should not concern yourself with what the function does. You are just writing the part of a
function declaration goes in a specific place. An example function declaration is also provided for reference.

1 export let __1__ = (__2a__, __2b__): __3__ => {

2 // code elided

3 };

4

5 // Example function:

6 export let max = (x: number, y: number): number=>{

7 if (x > y) {

8 return x;

9 } else {

10 return y;

11 }

12 };

3.1 Space #1.

3.2 Spaces #2a, 2b.

3.3 Space #3.

4. Given the definition of the Circle class below, complete the following task and answer the following
questions.

1 export class Circle {

2 radius: number = 1;

3 x: number = 0;

4 y: number;

5 }

4.1 Write a function called avg that takes in an array of Circle objects. Using a for loop, it should total up
the radii of the Circles in the array, and return the average radius.

Consider the following code:

1 let a = new Circle();

2 let b = new Circle();

3 let c = new Circle();

4.2 What is the value of a.y?

4.3 What should be done to avoid the problem
found in 4.2?

4.4 Call avg to find the average radius of a, b, and
c, and store the result in a variable called rad.
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5. In the space below, create a class called Donut with the following specifications:

1. Each Donut has a boolean property called hasIcing, a string property called flavor, and two number

properties called sprinkleCount and sweetness. The sprinkleCount and sweetness properties both
have default values of 0.

2. The class should have a constructor that takes in values for hasIcing and flavor. The constructor
should set up the Donut’s corresponding properties to hold these values.

5.1 In the space below, write a single line of code that sets up a variable called yum that is assigned to a
Donut object that has icing and a flavor of "lemon".

5.2 Imagine that a Donut has been created in the following way: let d = new Donut(true, "chocolate");

In the space below, write two lines of code that reassign the sprinkles value to 45, and the sweetness value
to 100.
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1. Given the code listing, answer the corresponding questions.

1 let compare = (foo: number, bar: number): number=>{

2 if (foo > bar) {

3 return 1;

4 } else if (foo === bar) {

5 return 0;

6 } else {

7 return -1;

8 }

9 };

1.1 Call the compare function, with any valid func-
tion call. compare(1, 1); Any function call
that takes in two numbers within the paren-
theses, separated by commas.

1.2 Call the compare function so that it returns 1.
compare(2, 1); Any fuction call where foo is
greater than bar.

1.3 Call the compare function so that it returns -1.
compare(1, 2); Any function call where foo is
less than bar.

1.4 With the function call compare(2, -7), what
is the value of foo? What is the value of bar?
foo: 2, bar: -7

1.5 What is the return type of compare? Also cir-
cle the return type on the code listing. number

2. Given the code listing, answer the corresponding questions.

1 let p = (arr: number[]): boolean => {

2 for (let i = 0; i < arr.length; i++) {

3 if (arr[i] % 2 !== 0) {

4 return false;

5 }

6 }

7 return true;

8 };

2.1 Is arr an argument or a parameter? Pa-
rameter. Parameters are special variable dec-
larations. They are placeholders for the in-
puts a function needs.

2.2 Call the p function so that it returns true.
p([2, 4, 6, 8]); Any call where arr contains
all even values.

2.3 Call the p function so that it returns false.
p([3, 4, 2]); Any call where arr contains one
or more odd values.

2.4 What is/are the argument(s) of the function
call you wrote in 2.3? [3, 4, 2]; What-
ever array was within the parentheses of the
function call. Arguments are the actual input
values given to the function. They are as-
signed to the function definition’s parameter
placeholders.

2.5 What is the type of p’s only parameter?
number[]
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3. Given the outline of a function call below, fill in the blanks with the term that represents what goes in
that space. You should not concern yourself with what the function does. You are just writing the part of a
function declaration goes in a specific place. An example function declaration is also provided for reference.

1 export let __1__ = (__2a__, __2b__): __3__ => {

2 // code elided

3 };

4

5 // Example function:

6 export let max = (x: number, y: number): number=>{

7 if (x > y) {

8 return x;

9 } else {

10 return y;

11 }

12 };

3.1 Space #1.
function name

3.2 Spaces #2a, 2b.
parameters or parameter list

3.3 Space #3.
return type

4. Given the definition of the Circle class below, complete the following task and answer the following
questions.

1 export class Circle {

2 radius: number = 1;

3 x: number = 0;

4 y: number;

5 }

4.1 Write a function called avg that takes in an array of Circle objects. Using a for loop, it should total up
the radii of the Circles in the array, and return the average radius.

export let avg = (arr: Circle[]): number => {

let total = 0;

for (let i = 0; i < arr.length; i++) {

total += arr[i].radius;

}

return total / arr.length;

};

Consider the following code:

1 let a = new Circle();

2 let b = new Circle();

3 let c = new Circle();

4.2 What is the value of a.y? undefined

4.3 What should be done to avoid the problem
found in 4.2? You should always initial-
ize properties either with default values or in
a constructor.

4.4 Call avg to find the average radius of a, b, and
c, and store the result in a variable called rad. let

rad = avg([a, b, c]);
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5. In the space below, create a class called Donut with the following specifications:

1. Each Donut has a boolean property called hasIcing, a string property called flavor, and two number

properties called sprinkleCount and sweetness. The sprinkleCount and sweetness properties both
have default values of 0.

2. The class should have a constructor that takes in values for hasIcing and flavor. The constructor
should set up the Donut’s corresponding properties to hold these values.

class Donut {

hasIcing: boolean;

flavor: string;

sprinkleCount: number = 0;

sweetness: number = 0;

constructor(icing: boolean, flavor: string) {

this.hasIcing = icing;

this.flavor = flavor;

}

}

5.1 In the space below, write a single line of code that sets up a variable called yum that is assigned to a
Donut object that has icing and a flavor of "lemon".
let yum = new Donut(true, "lemon");

5.2 Imagine that a Donut has been created in the following way: let d = new Donut(true, "chocolate");

In the space below, write two lines of code that reassign the sprinkles value to 45, and the sweetness value
to 100.

d.sprinkleCount = 45;

d.sweetness = 100;
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